
Written by Nikhil Sharma Last Updated on January 10, 2023 Ask Question? Credit: Liver King (via
Instagram) Internet sensation Liver King, real name Bryan Johnson, made headlines for his jacked
physique and unique lifestyle of eating raw meat over the last two years.
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Liver King Shares Physique Update, Looks Shredded After 58 Days "Natty AF"



Brian 'Liver King' Johnson has told Andrew Schulz's Flagrant podcast that he's working with a team of
experts to officially go "natty" after he was exposed for using steroids. On .

Liver King shows off incredible body transformation after going '55 .

Liver King took to social media to share a new physique update. Liver King decided to ween off steroids
toward the end of 2022. Brian Johnson quickly changed his image and became a social media sensation
because of his wild diet regimen and shredded physique. Since shutting down his cycles completely,
Liver King has continued to maintain a shredded build after 58 days "natty AF. "



Liver King Is Back on Steroids - honehealth

Yes. If you disagree I would highly suggest you do some research on how Steroids make you look and
act. While you cannot 100% say "Yes, he is", I'm pretty damn sure. There are some key features that
give it away. 1) He's Abnormally Jacked



What We Know About Liver King's Steroids Scandal - InsideHook

What do y'all think about Liver King being 9 days natty? Look at the video he did without good lighting,
he's definitely off gear. Source: a guy that's run gear 😂. I saw a video with normal lighting not good
lighting like this, he's def off the gear. Hopefully he's running a good pct, after all that gear and length
run.



Why liver experts renamed NASH to MASH, and NAFLD to MASLD - STAT

Liver King shared the latest update on his physique. In a recent Instagram story, Liver King shared a
ripped physique update after stopping steroids for 120 days. Smoking a cigar the fitness influencer looks
pretty ripped.



Liver King Talks Out Of Control Steroid Use And Vows To Go 'Natty'

Liver King looks shredded after being natty for 149 days. In a recent Instagram story, Liver King
showed off his lean physique after claiming to quit steroids for 149 days. Liver King took a page out of
Dwayne 'The Rock' Johnson's playbook to reward himself with an epic cheat day two months ago. He
devoured mammoth-sized portions of fast .



Liver King Shows Off Shredded Physique After Claiming to be Natty for .



23,780 likes liverking 👑 Tenet 10 is called having FUN (w/family). It's reserved for a certain subset of
Primals who are willing to take massive action, just to f*cking earn it. FYI your fun quota is not
mutually exclusive. It should directly correspond to your struggle quota at all times.

Liver King admits he's back doing steroids after losing . - LADbible

A similar update came a few days earlier, when the Liver King reached 52 days 'natty AF'. In a post on
his Instagram Story, he talked about the benefits of his new diet as he said: "What I've.



Liver King Claims 149 Days of Being Natty, Shows off Extremely Shredded .

September 11, 2023 A ncestral living obsessive Brian Johnson, also known as Liver King, was
embroiled in scandal earlier this year after YouTuber Derek Cole leaked emails exposing his $10,000 a
month steroid bill. Shortly after, Johnson publically swore off steroids and dubbed the new, natty version
of himself, Liver King 2. 0.



Liver King Looks Insanely Shredded After Being 'Natty AF' for 58 Days .



So he isn't "natty," after all. But does this mean he isn't eating raw brains? By Tanner Garrity November
30, 2022 5:04 pm Tanner is the Senior Editor at InsideHook. An avid runner and traveler, he writes
about strength training, longevity practices and mental health. In his. Read More

Liver King Looks Absolutely Jacked after Being 'Natty AF' for 60 Days

The Liver King Vows To Go 'Natty' Now That His Steroid Use Is Public. Around 40 minutes into the
interview, Brian Johnson aka The Liver King vows to go Natty for real: As the hosts joke about all
'getting on steroids' immediately, Liver King joked that he 'knows a guy' who could set them up. Then he
vows to go 'natty' for real .

Liver King Looks Crazy Ripped After Being Natty for 120 Days

The answer to that is no. I've always told the truth, I still tell the truth", he said on a podcast in October.
About two months later, the Liver King sits shirtless on a throne-like chair in a dimly lit space,
apologising to his followers. This article contains external content that failed to load.



Guess What Liver King Looks Like Post-Steroids? - Hone Health

In a recent Instagram story, Liver King looked crazy ripped after claiming to have been natural for 171
days. Liver King 171 Days Natty / Instagram. Liver King followed in the footsteps of Dwayne 'The
Rock' Johnson by binging on a massive cheat day two months ago. He went through huge amounts of
junk food like pizza, sandwiches, and fried .

Liver King vows to go "natty" after lying about steroid usage

Liver King has admitted he's back on steroids after going 'natty' aka natural for 220 days. The social
media influencer shocked the world when he revealed he had been taking performance.



'Liver King' ripped after leaked email claims $11K a month steroid use

December 19, 2023 The offal-loving, "ancestral tenet"-spouting Liver King, aka Brian Johnson, fell
quickly and hard when emails leaked in November showing that the influencer was indeed performance-
enhancing drugs to the tune of about $11,000 a month.

Liver King Looks Crazy Shredded after Claiming to be Natty for 171 Days .

In a recent story shared on Instagram, Liver King looked insanely shredded in a physique update where
he claimed to be natty for 151 days. Earlier this year, Liver King provided fans with a crazy physique
update after a week of not using steroids. He appeared to have cut down in size tremendously and
revealed he weighed 188 pounds after 42 .



Infamous Bodybuilder Liver King Looks Weak After Quitting Steroids .

Men's Health 105 Comments 'Liver King' ripped after leaked email claims $11K a month steroid use By
Emily Lefroy Published Nov. 30, 2022 Updated Nov. 30, 2022, 7:31 p. m. ET 0 of 52.



What do y'all think about Liver King being 9 days natty?

News Liver King Looks Insanely Shredded After Being 'Natty AF' for 58 Days Liver King showed off
his jacked physique in a recent update and claims to be 58 days natural Written by Nikhil Sharma Last
Updated on March 1, 2023 Credit: Liver King (via Instagram)



Liver King Shares New Physique Update After Being Natty For 150 Days

News Liver King Looks Crazy Ripped After Being Natty for 120 Days Liver King looks strong as ever
in the latest physique update showing off his progress after getting off the juice for about four months
Written by Nikhil Sharma Last Updated on May 3, 2023 Credit: Liver King (via Instagram)

Is The Liver King On Steroids? | Natty Or Not Breakdown - Muscle and Brawn

In a recent story posted on his Instagram, Johnson showed off his crazy ripped physique after being
'natty af' for 60 days. Liver King first gained attention in 2021 when several clips of him munching on
raw meat, such as brain, liver, kidney, and bull testicles did rounds on social media.



Liver King Is 60-Day Natty And Calling Himself "Liver King 2. 0"



Meanwhile, rates of "fatty liver" gradually began rising. By the late 2010s, MASLD was becoming a
full-blown threat, a leading cause of liver failure and need for transplant, a disease costing .



Liver King Looked Downsized After Quitting Steroids for A Week



Liver King Says He's 60 Days Natty and Feeling Better Than Ever Banal? Yup. Too soon? Probably. Did
anyone really want to know how his body changed? Actually, yes. But he knows that, evidenced by his
caption: "Truth is, they warned Liver King this would be a difficult process… but this is not difficult.
This is downright barbaric!

TikTok fitness influencer Liver King admits using steroids after .

A post shared by Liver King (@liverking) Now that he is becoming natty, through the photos and video
posted by King, one can see the difference in his physique from the time when he did consume PEDs. In
thestory shared on Day 8of being natty, King revealed that he has been on a water-only diet for the last
48 hours.
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